Information Management at IFRC

This module covers the nuances between data and information management to serve the diverse audiences at IFRC. It answers the question: What is the Information Management role at IFRC?

**RECIPE**

A suggested step by step process to achieve learning

1. **What is Data Literacy at IFRC? [SlideDeck 6]** Provides an overview of Data Literacy and the Data Literacy Program at IFRC.
2. **Data and Information Management Basics [SlideDeck 9]** A longer slide deck covering what is data, what is data literacy and information management overviews.
3. **Run the Global Surge IM Role: Test Scenario [Exercise 8]** to provide a disaster scenario and explore Information Management’s role.
4. **Review the Information Management in Emergencies at the IFRC [Handout 7]**

**INGREDIENTS**

Pick and choose ingredients to create your own recipe. Do you have an ingredient we're missing? Send an email to data.literacy@ifrc.org.

**Exercises**
Short, discrete social learning experiences

- **Global Surge IM Role: Test Scenario [Exercise 9]** Participants explore Information Management’s role within a disaster.

**SlideDecks**
Distilled information for use as standalone or parts of presentations.

- **What is Data Literacy at IFRC? [SlideDeck 6]** Provides an overview of Data Literacy and the Data Literacy Program at IFRC.
- **Data and Information Management Basics [SlideDeck 9]** A longer slide deck covering what is data, what is data literacy and information management overviews.
- **IM Fundamentals [Slide Deck 13]** French language version of the Data and Information Management Basics slide deck.
- **Information Management and European Population Movement [SlideDeck 14]** Describes Information Management’s role and actions.
- **Surge Information Management Support (SIMS) [SlideDeck 15]** Describes the role of SIMS
- **IFRC GO Platform [SlideDeck 25]** An explainer of the IFRC Go Platform, used by the Red Cross Red Crescent network to capture, analyse and share key pieces of information, ensuring help can reach areas where it is needed most.

**Handouts**
To be distributed to participants for use post-training.

- **Information Management in Emergencies at the IFRC [Handout 7]**

**Next Steps**
Other relevant modules from the data playbook beta:

- **How might we build and implement a ‘Data-Driven Project’? [Module 3]**